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5

Crystal Palace to Blackheath 
station,

via the coincident summits of 
Southwark and Lewisham

Start Westow Hill — SE19  2AA

Finish Blackheath station — SE3  9LE

Distance 12.67km

Duration 2 hours 51 minutes

Ascent 190m

Access Train and bus at start and end of section, and at Honor Oak Park and Ladywell 
en route. Bus also at Horniman Museum, Lewisham and Lee en route

Facilities All facilities at start and end of section. Pub at Sydenham Hill en route. Café at 
Horniman Museum and Manor House en route. Shops at Lee en route.

5.1 Crystal Palace. 0m

5.2 Enter park; R behind bus stn; L at sphinx; stairs down; L on rd/path; L near 
Bowl to higher path; R to exit park; L; R on Sydenham Hill to Bluebell Cl.

1460m

5.3 R; L through wood; down rd; L (Vigilant Cl); through wood; L; R; L (Crescent 
Wood Rd) to end house on L; descend; L; R to railbed; ascend L to br.

1930m

5.4 R over br; L to houses; R to Sydenham Hill; L; R past playgd to Sydenham 
Rise; L to museum; L; R through park to Westwood Park; L; L to Wood Vale.

1520m

5.5 R; cross Forest Hill Rd; ahead through Brenchley Gdns; L; R to One Tree Hill; 
descend ESE (ch to L) to road; L to stn.

1500m

5.6 Descend; R (Brockley Rise); R; L (Duncombe Hill); ahead over Blythe Hill 
Fields; L/R (Montacute Rd); L; bend R (Ravensbourne Park); L/R into park.

1650m

5.7 Descend; over river; under rly; NE (river on L); cross rly then river; cross on 
second fb ; cross; bear R past ch to High St.

1530m

5.8 Romborough Way opp; L; R up path; ahead (Ryecroft Rd); over rly; ahead 
to Dermody Rd; R; cross river; R through park; L at pennons; through rock 
garden; R; L on Kellerton Rd; ahead.

1730m

5.9 L through gdns to café; L at Manor House; R/L; R (Lee High Rd); L on Lee 
Park; ahead on Lee Rd to Blackheath stn.

1350m
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This section begins at the junction 
of Anerley Hill and Crystal Palace 

Parade, adjacent to Crystal Palace bus station.

Among other routes, the number 3 from 
central London via Brixton (Victoria Line) 
serves the adjacent bus station. From Crystal 
Palace station (Southern and London 
Overground services), come out onto 
Anerley Hill and climb to the top.

This junction is the summit of the London 
Borough of Lambeth, 110m above sea level.

The key att raction is, of course, the site of the 
Crystal Palace (see below), but the area was 
home to both Marie Stopes and Émile Zola 
(who fl ed here after the fi restorm in France 
which followed publication of his open lett er 

about the Dreyfus case, J’accuse).

The Crystal Palace was rebuilt here in 1854 after being dismantled 
at its fi rst (and deliberately temporary) home in Hyde Park as part 
of the Great Exhibition of 1851. It was 564m long and 39m high, 
made of cast iron and plate glass. It was designed by Joseph Paxton, 
the head gardener of the Duke of Devonshire’s home at Chatsworth 
House, near Bakewell in the Peak District of Derbyshire. Amongst 
its features were the fi rst major incorporation of public toilets into 
such a project, and water towers designed by Isambard Kingdom 
Brunel, to hold reservoirs of water to power the fountains below. 
Curiously, one of several possible re-designs of the Palace (on its 
relocation from South Kensington) was to build it upwards, rather 
like a proto-Shard. The fi rst high wind would have soon destroyed 
it in that design, given the constraints of the technology of the era 
(think of the Tay Bridge Disaster some 25 years later).

After the Great Exhibition, the Crystal Palace was redesigned for 
its new home at Penge Place, but using the original materials. The 
new Crystal Palace was used for many and varied exhibitions and 
events, including a Shakespeare tercentenary festival and a series 

5.1

Remains on the site of the 
Crystal Palace

Entry to Crystal Palace Parl 
at Westow Hill
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of Handel music festivals which included, for the centenary of his 
death, a performance of Messiah for 2765 singers and an orchestra 
of 460 — the conductor had to factor in the speed of sound and, one 
wit noted, the curvature of the earth in his instructions. There were 
(separate) receptions for Garibaldi and the Shah of Persia, and even 
Charles Blondin (who is buried in Kensal Green Cemetery, as noted 
in an earlier section of the London Summits route) walked and 
somersaulted on his tightrope inside the building, 20m off  the fl oor. 
It was the site of the Festival of Empire in 1911, was requisitioned 
for Navy use during the Great War (and was jocularly called HMS 
Crystal Palace), and after the end of that confl ict, it became the fi rst 
location of the Imperial War Museum.

As well as the current Crystal Palace station on Anerley Hill, the 
Palace was served by a station on the west side of Crystal Palace 
Parade (from which a tunnel — now restored — led under the 
Parade to the Palace): the line ran from Nunhead to “Crystal Palace 
High Level and Upper Norwood” station, making the station name 
almost as long as its tenure in the network. It closed in 1954. The 
route of the line is followed (approximately) for part of this section 
of the London Summits Walk route.

On the night of 30 November 1936, the Crystal Palace building was 
comprehensively destroyed by fi re, lighting up a fair proportion of 
the Home Counties in the process. It was underinsured (as were so 
many buildings of its era), and so could not be rebuilt economically. 
Sporadic pipe-dreams of rebuilding the Palace have surfaced, but 
none has ever managed to reach a serious drawing-board, let alone 
make a start on the reconstruction. All that remains is the building’s 
footprint, with a few of the bases for the columns, and minor 
(generally vandalised) statuary in the immediate surroundings.

Today, Crystal Palace Park is a major green lung for London and 
for Londoners’ recreation: its east-facing slope off ers diff erent 
views from other parks in the area.

Before the building of Wembley Stadium, the FA Cup Final was held 
at a stadium in the park between 1895 and 1914, on the ground now 
covered by the National Sports 
Centre. The athletics track at 
the Sports Centre was used 
to fi lm the scene in The Italian 
Job in which Sir Michael Caine 
utt ered the immortal words, 
“You were only supposed to 
blow the bloody doors off !”.

Crystal Palace Bowl hosted 
open-air concerts during the 
1970s (Pink Floyd, Roxy Music 
and the Beach Boys were 
among the artists to play the 
Bowl), but the idea soon fi zzled 

Sphinx replica,
Crystal Palace Park
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out, probably for reasons 
connected with the vagaries of 
the weather and the increasing 
safety requirements.

At the lower end of the park, 
dinosaur models from 1854 
still grace the lakeside below 
the Sports Centre. They are the 
world’s fi rst such models, and 
are listed Grade I.

Make your way into 
the park by the gates 

at the junction. Descend some 
steps to arrive at a line of three terracott a-coloured models of the 
Sphinx.

Beyond, to the right, is a small museum of the Crystal Palace’s 
history, staff ed by volunteers (so check opening times carefully). 
Details are on the park’s website, as referenced in the introduction 
to the London Summits Walk route.

Turn left at the fi rst Sphinx (now, how many guide-book authors 
have the chance to use such a route direction?), and walk out onto 
the site of the Crystal Palace, descending the main staircase to the 
level below, with a car park to your right.

As you reach the foot of the staircase, section 3 of the Capital Ring, 
running anti-clockwise, joins from the right.

Turn left (do not continue down towards the sports stadium), and 
continue until a clear tarmac path crosses. To your right is the 
unloved shell of the Crystal Palace Bowl, its canopy rusted.

At this point, section 3 of the Capital Ring departs to keep the Bowl 
on its left.

Here, make uphill to the left to the corner of the caravan park. Turn 
right to follow a straight path which leads out onto Westwood Hill 
at the most northerly point of the park. Turn left to climb to the 

junction of Sydenham Hill, at 
the Astra Palace hotel.

Turn right to enter Sydenham 
Hill for about 200m, to the 
point where Bluebell Close 
drops off  to the right.

This is the coincident summit 
of the London Boroughs of 
Southwark (on the left) and 
Lewisham (on the right), 112m 
above sea level. This is the only 
such summit shared by two 
boroughs.

The north-western slopes of 
Crystal Palace Park

Southwark/Lewisham 
summit, Sydenham Hill

5.2
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At this point, you might choose a possible short-cut by following 
Sydenham Hill to the top of Wells Park Road. This avoids a drop 
and climb, but misses out part of the route following the old railway 
line downhill from Crystal Palace High Level towards Nunhead.

Turn right down Bluebell Close to reach a woodland path: 
follow it to its end at the corner of Talisman Square and 

High Level Drive.

Continue down the latt er to reach the next road on the left: this 
is Vigilant Close. Turn left here, guided by the Green Chain 
signposting, and walk to the far end of Vigilant Close. Take a path 
on the right, which immediately turns left and makes its way above 
and to the left of a boarded up tunnel entrance. This is the route of 
the railway which used to run between Crystal Palace High Level 
and Nunhead. This short acquaintance with the railway will be 
renewed at the other end of this tunnel.

Once past the tunnel portal, follow the path out onto Wells Park 
Road. Climb to the top, and turn right to re-join Sydenham Hill. A 
short distance ahead lies the Wood House pub: take Crescent Wood 
Road to the left of the pub.

Almost immediately, you will see a path going off  to the left: this 
gives access to Sydenham Hill station (Southeastern services). 
Beware, though, of being tempted to break your journey here, since 
it will be a long and energy-sapping climb back from the station to 
the London Summits Walk route.

Follow Crescent Wood Road for about 400m from the junction at 
the pub, almost as far as the point where it re-joins Sydenham Hill.

When woodland appears on the left, enter it by a gate, and follow 
a path round to the right for about 40m. Take a path to the left, 
dropping steeply to cross the top of the north portal of the tunnel 
whose south portal we met near Vigilant Close.

Drop down more steps to reach a path on the right which gives 
access to the trackbed. Turn left and follow the trackbed for about 
350m, where a path leads to the 
left up the embankment, then 
right to reach a bridge on the 
right.

Ahead, the path is named Cox’s 
Walk: it leads to the south 
end of Dulwich at the library. 
There are opportunities for 
refreshment at the end of the 
path, and buses are plentiful.

Cross the l, bear left, 
and left again to run 

parallel to the trackbed and out 
onto Lapsewood Walk.

5.4

5.3

Trackbed of railway between 
Crystal Palace High Level 

and Nunhead
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Where the tarmac path forward 
crosses the road at some fl ats to 
make its way between rows of 
two-storey houses, pause.

You are approximately at the 
site of Lordship Lane station on 
the line between Nunhead and 
Crystal Palace. This station was 
made famous by its appearance 
in one of Camille Pissarro’s fi nest 
small paintings of this part of 
London. Pissarro (1830-1903) 
was born in the Danish West 

Indies (now the US Virgin Islands), and was one of the foremost 
Impressionist painters. His Danish nationality forced him to 
resett le from France at the outbreak of the Franco-Prussian War, 
and he sett led in Norwood. He painted scenes of other parts of the 
metropolis in later years, but his London paintings, and his London 
reputation, are centred around the areas of Sydenham, Norwood 
and Dulwich.

Follow the road to the right out onto Sydenham Hill (a street) 
opposite a bus stop. Cross, and turn left to follow the right-hand 
pavement, with the Horniman Play Park on the right.

Go into the park at a gate by a children’s play area, but strike ahead 
across the grass where the pathway bends to the left to stay close 
to the play area. You should make your way across the park (in an 
easterly direction) to reach a building on the far side of the park. A 
path goes to the right in front of this building to lead out of the park 
and onto Sydenham Rise. Turn left onto Sydenham Rise to reach 
London Road opposite the Horniman Museum at its summit. Cross 
the road by the light-controlled pedestrian crossing.

In front of you and behind you, the ground rises. To your left and 
right, it falls away. You stand at the only col in Greater London.

The Horniman Museum has an eclectic collection, with important 
specialisms in anthropology 
and music. It was founded on 
the profi ts of the Horniman 
family’s tea trading business. 
The museum is free to enter, 
and there is a most welcome 
café inside.

Buses pass the museum.

Once across London Road, go 
into Horniman Gardens on 
the west side of the museum, 
and turn left, parallel with 
London Road. You will soon 

Brenchley Gardens Park

Horniman Play Park:
the Web Wall
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reach a formal garden on your right: pass to the right through the 
middle of the garden, continuing at the far end to pass to the left of 
a bandstand.

Beyond the bandstand, take a path which goes off  half-left to reach 
a gate on the north side of the gardens.

Leave the gardens by the gate, to reach a path which leads to the 
roadway of Westwood Park. Turn left and follow the left-hand 
pavement for 400m. rounding a right-hand bend, to reach Langton 
Rise. Turn left to reach Wood Vale.

Turn right along Wood Vale to reach Forest Hill Road. 
Cross Forest Hill Road using the light-controlled 

pedestrian crossing.

Note: you may see on some maps the “Horniman Nature Trail” 
which follows the trackbed of the railway to the west of Horniman 
Gardens. Do not be tempted by this option, for in truth it isn’t 
one. There is no exit at the north end, and you will need to retrace 
your steps back to the South Circular Road, and follow the above 
instructions to proceed. You have been warned!

Wood Vale runs along the east edge of Camberwell Old Cemetery, 
and the paths through the cemetery form an alternative route. If 
you choose this alternative, you will need to turn right onto Forest 
Hill Road to reach its junction with Wood Vale.

If you do not feel the need to seek out the cemetery as an option, 
an alternative route from Westwood Park would be to turn right 
and then left onto Tewkesbury Avenue, left down Ringmore Rise, 
right onto Westwood Park again, and then left onto Canonbie Road 
to reach Forest Hill Road. Turn left to reach an entry into a park 
opposite the end of Wood Vale.

Take a signposted path ahead to enter Brenchley Gardens Park, 
and follow the path to reach a road (which is also called Brenchley 
Gardens).

Turn left along the road until, 
just after the road takes the 
slightest of bends to the right, 
you will see a path leading 
off  uphill to the right, into the 
woodland.

Follow this path, climbing 
steadily. Ignore a path part 
of the way up which leads off  
to the right towards a street. 
Continue upwards to reach 
the top of the hill — despite 
the many examples of living 
wood, this eminence is called 
One Tree Hill.

5.5

The Oak of Honor,
One Tree Hill
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At the top, off  to the left, there is a fi ne oak tree: this is the One 
Tree. It was planted in 1905, when the hill became a public open 
space: it replaced a tree under which Queen Elizabeth I is said to 
have enjoyed a picnic, and this was known as the Oak of Honor. 
There are also less substantiated rumours that the highwayman 
Dick Turpin used the hill as a lookout, and also that it is the site of 
Boudicca’s fi nal defeat by the Romans in AD61.

From the top of the hill, follow the signpost for Honor Oak Park 
station: the path leads steeply down the hill, crossing the access 
road for St Augustine’s church before a further drop takes it to 
the street below named Honor Oak Park. Turn left onto the street 
and continue down the hill, Follow the left-hand footpath to reach 
Honor Oak Park station.

Honor Oak Park station is served by Southern trains to and from 
London Bridge, and by Overground trains to and from Highbury 
and Islington.

There is a good selection of shops and restaurants on this stretch, 
though of course, many will be closed if you arrive by train for an 
early start (particularly if you do so on a Sunday): there are further 
options on Brockley Rise ahead.

The cutt ing which runs through Honor Oak Park station was 
originally built to serve a canal which would link Deptford and 
Croydon, but the age of the canal was already past, and the railway 
took over the route in 1836.

The area, which is now seeing an upsurge in desirability (possibly 
due to the fast Overground links with Docklands and, via the 
Jubilee Line, with central London), has been home to Walter de la 
Mare, Spike Milligan, Boris Karloff , and Jim Connell (who wrote 
the words of The Red Flag during a local train journey).

Descend the road (that is, turning left if exiting the station) 
and cross the main road at the lights, then at the next 

junction, turn right onto Brockley Rise.

Go past the Chandos pub, crossing the end of Codrington Hill. Take 
the next left (Duncombe Hill) and follow it uphill to its end. Directly 
ahead, enter Blythe Hill Fields.

5.6

Blythe Hill Fields
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From the summit of the Fields, 
there is a fi ne view across 
Docklands to Epping Forest 
beyond. You may note the 
award-winning foxproof waste 
bins in Blythe Hill Fields.

Continue straight ahead to the 
far side of the park, where the 
path drops down to return to 
housing at Montacute Road.

Here, the London Summits 
Walk route turns left. Curl right 
with Montacute Road (straight 
ahead, the street becomes Bankhurst Road): at the bott om of the 
hill, turn left on Ravensbourne Park Crescent.

This leads, by a right-hand bend, to the bott om of the street at 
Ravensbourne Park (street), opposite the boxy 1970s blocks of fl ats 
which go to make up Iona Close.

Turn left here, then (just before a traffi  c-calming hump), turn right 
into Ladywell Fields.

Follow the obvious tarmac path across Ladywell Fields 
down to, and across, the River Ravensbourne — one of a 

few watercourses across London to bear the same name.

Once over the bridge, take the path on the left to go underneath 
the railway. Continue, now with the river on your left-hand side, 
to reach, and use, a footbridge which corkscrews up and over 
another railway line, coming down on the other side at the side of 
an athletics track.

Cross the river again, and take the path on your right to keep to the 
riverside (water now on your right). Ignore a footbridge — it leads 
into the hospital — just after passing some hard courts: a dry oxbow 
of the river becomes apparent on your left. Hold to the riverside at 
a fork, and take the next footbridge on the right to leave the park.

Ladywell station may be found beside the top left-hand corner of 
the park, out and to the left.

Soon, take a path to the right, passing the historic St Mary’s church 
on your left, to come out onto Lewisham High Street.

The modern commercial and transport centre of Lewisham 
(“dwelling by the meadow”) lies over to the left — the large shopping 
centre is about 600m distant, and Lewisham station (Southeastern 
and Docklands Light Railway services) is about twice as far — 
though the original sett lement would, of course, have clustered 
here, around the church.

Lewisham’s history is touched by royalty: King Alfred was Lord of 
the Manor. The railway towards Dartford came through Lewisham 

Ladywell Fields

5.7
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in 1849, and in 1863 the station was talked up in an offi  cial guide 
as being in a beautiful rural area “suitable for the residences of 
eminent persons”.

Writers E Nesbit (The Railway Children) and Henry Williamson 
(Tarka the Ott er) were Lewisham natives, as was Marie Lloyd, the 
music-hall star.

More recently, the Lewisham area has produced a host of musicians 
(Ginger Baker, Kate Bush, and Sid Vicious among them), several 
footballers (including the Wright/Wright-Phillips dynasty — Ian 
Wright, Shaun and D’Margio Wright-Phillips so far) and actors 
(Gary Oldman and Jude Law, for instance).

The General Editor of the magisterial Victoria County History series 
lived in Lewisham in the 1870s. Lewisham also claims to have the 
largest police station in Europe — though working out why this 
should be a cause for local celebration is left as an exercise for the 
more questioning reader.

Turn left onto the High Street, then take the fi rst road on 
the right, Romborough Way. Follow Romborough Way to 

its far end, then turn left onto Campshill Road. Just beyond the next 
telegraph pole on the right, turn right, and go through (or past) a 
metal barrier.

Keep climbing on a prett y straight line, passing close (on your 
left) to a large estate of fl ats. The footpath ahead leads out onto 
Hither Green Lane, almost opposite Ryecroft Road. Continue along 

Ryecroft Road, past a Chinese restaurant, 
to the pillar box at the far end.

Cross Courthill Road, and continue in the 
same direction, up the side of the former 
Hansbury’s pub (which closed in 2015), to 
reach, at some bollards, a railway bridge.

Cross the railway bridge (Hither Green 
station is to your right, Lewisham and 
London to your left) to emerge at the 
corner of Dermody Gardens. Carry on 
straight ahead, keeping to the right-hand 
pavement.

Soon, across a triangle of grass on your 
left, you will see the Holly Tree pub. 
At the end of the triangle, bear right, 
downhill and away from the pub, on the 
right-hand pavement of Dermody Road. 
Cross Eastdown Park (street) at the pillar 
box and continue straight ahead. Rise 
with a path at the end of the street to cross 
a stream, which is canalised here.

5.8

The canalised River Quaggy 
at the foot of Dermody Road
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This watercourse is one of the 
more curiously-named and, 
frankly, one of the least known 
of the many rivers of London: 
it is the River Quaggy, which 
rises at Farnborough (we shall 
meet that village in due course), 
and joins the Ravensbourne in 
the surroundings of Lewisham 
station.

Cross the river, and turn right 
to reach a small park, one of 
the ones locally called Manor 
Park (the name applies also to 
a street and indeed has been 
used for the local area, thus 
causing some degree of confusion).

A building on the left houses a small café, with toilets which are 
open during café hours only.

A litt le beyond the café building, opposite a cluster of sculptural 
pennons, there is a small rockery garden, with an inviting path 
leading up to the left on its far side, while paths continue nearer to 
the river. Do not take the tarmac path: it leads to a locked gate at the 
top. Rather, take the narrower path through the rockery: this path 
will bring you out onto the street called Manor Park.

Turn right along Manor Park, taking the left-hand pavement 
alongside some post-war brick fl ats: these give way to some older 
houses, followed by more fl ats. Meanwhile, on the right-hand side 
of the road, the line of Victorian houses is unbroken.

Ignore the path at the end of this long block of fl ats (just after passing 
a bus stop); instead, after a few 
more houses of older vintage, 
take the next road to the left, 
Kellerton Road.

Climb this street to its far end 
and, just after Manor Lane 
comes in from your left, tuck 
behind the railings to enter a 
park (as if going straight on 
from Kellerton Road). This 
park is known as Manor House 
Gardens.

Do not descend 
ahead towards a 

pond, but instead bear left to 
follow a path to the left, which 
then bends to the right, in so 

5.9

Manor Park by the
River Quaggy

The Baring family’s
Manor House
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doing passing across the rear elevation of a small manor house on 
the left.

This Georgian building (which is now Grade II listed) was home to 
members of the Baring family of bankers: it now houses a library of 
Lewisham Council, where the council also has artistic and meeting 
facilities available for hire.

As you pass the manor house, you will see a park café ahead, with 
toilet facilities to the left.

The London Summits Walk route turns left here to run along the 
side of the manor house, to exit the gardens onto Old Road. The 
front of the manor house may be glimpsed through the gateway 
a few metres to the left along Old Road; but the London Summits 
Walk route takes the opposite direction (against the fl ow of traffi  c 
on this one-way street). At the end of the street, bear left downhill 
to Lee High Road, opposite a shop called Koala Furnishings. Turn 
right along the right-hand pavement of Lee High Road, crossing the 
road at a refuge and continuing past a bus stop to reach Lee Park 
(street).

Turn left here and follow Lee Park’s right-hand pavement past the 
traffi  c pinch-point and all the way up to the top of the hill (passing 
on your way a wide variety of buildings, some of them rather 
substantial) where you reach a mini-roundabout. At the junction, 
cross the road which comes in from your right (Lee Road) to two 
large and imposing red-brick buildings over to your right.

These are Blackheath Halls and (on its left) the Conservatoire. The 
former is a live music venue, while the latt er began life in 1881 as 
the Blackheath Conservatoire of Music. In those days, the word 
Conservatoire did not have today’s connotations of advanced musical 

study: it was simply a music school for 
local people who had an interest in what 
we now call Community Arts.

Amongst many other performers, Kate 
Bush, Gary Oldman and Jools Holland 
have come through its doors in more 
recent years, and as well as its music 
school, it retains its purpose-built Life 
Drawing studio which has been a feature 
from the inception of the building, and 
off ers courses in sculpture and other art 
forms.

Just across the roundabout from the 
Conservatoire, you will see a fi ne example 
of mid-twentieth-century municipal brick 
architecture which wraps itself gracefully 
around the junction, incorporating shops 
at street level and fl ats above. It is almost 
Dutch in appearance.

Butcher, Blackheath Village
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From the Conservatoire, walk down the right-hand pavement of Lee 
Road to reach the end of this section opposite Blackheath station.

Blackheath station is served by Southeastern trains to and from 
Victoria and London Bridge.

Blackheath Village is a prosperous corner of south-eastern 
London, its aspirations evinced by many upper-market shops and 
long-established traders such as the “butcher and grazier”, and its 
“village” appellation. There is also a good Farmers’ Market beside 
the station on Sundays between 1000 and 1400.

You will have no diffi  culty in fi nding food or drink, or any necessities 
of other kinds, here.


